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Long Life Refit is the new winter promotion by Exit Carbon allowing 
the access to a refit at better commercial conditions, to be ordered 
before 28.02.2021 in order to have it ready for the new season.
Your product will get back to the beauty and perfection of its first 
day.  If you wish, it can be the right time for a change of look, to 
replace some parts, to add options and accessories.

-20% -10% +24

A discount less 20% on the 
refit price list (coloring, refitting 
wheels for the gangways, etc.) 

and structural test

A discount less 10% for any 
desired upgrade (handrails, 

change of color, etc.)

The extension of the warranty 
on the structure of the Exit 

Carbon product for 24 further 
months is included in the price 
of the refit (even if your product 

has exceeded the original 
warranty terms).

In the refit the substitution of all damaged small parts is included (screws, plastic parts, wheels, ropes)

Exit Carbon extends the range of 
services offered to its customers, 
taking care of your Exit Carbon 
product while the boat is resting 
during the winter season.



Let’s give you some examples:

Refit with Coating of a Venus/Libera 285 gangway:  
price list € 730,00                                              promo Long Life Refit € 584,00 + Long Life 24

Refit with Coating of a Giotto ladder 5 steps:  
price list € 940,00                                               promo Long Life Refit € 752,00 + Long Life 24

Refit with Coating of wheels 105-120:
price list 440,00                                               promo Long Life Refit € 352,00 + Long Life 24

Refit with Coating of 4 Helios carbon poles dia 60
price list 200,00                                               promo Long Life Refit € 160,00 + Long Life 24

Your Exit Carbon product will be returned ready to be used for the next season (within the 
month of April 2021), refurbished and equipped with the extended warranty on the structure 
for a further 24 months.

Should the product show problems not previously visible, further refit interventions may be suggested to the 
customer, if Exit Carbon evaluates them necessary or useful for the proper functioning of the article, and an 
integration to the refit offer will be proposed. It is up to the customer to accept the updated proposal. In case of 
no answer, the product will be processed as per initial offer.

Send a photo of your product to info@
exitcarbon.com asking for a quotation 
for the refit (if you would like only a new 
coating, a yacht name, the substitution 
of the wheels fittings... ).

After the confirmation of the refit order 
you will receive some instructions about 
the delivery with our Courier.

We will come back to you with a detailed 
quotation that you can confirm until 
28.2.2021.

Upon arrival of the item at Exit Carbon’s 
premises, a structural integrity check of 
the piece will be carried out. We will then 
proceed with the refit.
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How does it work?



Which product qualifies for this promotion?
All Exit Carbon products qualify for this promotion, both those purchased directly 
from Exit Carbon and those purchased through retailers or shipyards. Wheels, 
gangways, awning poles, swim ladders, tender fenders, light masts, of any size and... 
of any age.

Who can apply for the promotion? 
All those who own Exit Carbon products can apply to this promotion at the same 
advantageous conditions.

When should I send the product for the refit?
The goods must arrive at Exit Carbon’s premises by March 15th 2021. Consider 
that the package may need 10/15 days to be delivered from some less connected 
places.

What limits or conditions does the warranty extension have?
In order to let your product be sent to our premises we will send you a delivery 
voucher for the courier, giving you all the indications for the packaging and a labelling 
for the package. The package will be picked up by our courier and will travel insured. 
Unless otherwise indicated, the product will be delivered to the same address, always 
by courier and with insured goods. The shipping costs will be charged to you with the 
invoice for the refitting service.

Quali limiti o condizioni ha l’estensione di garanzia?
The Long Life warranty extension lasts 24 months from the date of return and 
concerns the structure of the product. It is subject to conditions (in particular, the 
product must be structurally intact when delivered to Exit Carbon, or the structural 
interventions suggested by Exit Carbon must be carried out).

Are there any further benefits?
Yes, your product will undergo an incoming and an outgoing test, which will guarantee 
your full satisfaction in using an exclusive Exit Carbon product just as if it had just 
been manufactured.
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